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Why Do we need to Think of Transi.on
• Because SBSTTA tells us…

The WEF Global Report Tells us….
Figure I: The Global Risks Landscape 2019
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Figure II: The Risks-Trends Interconnections Map 2019
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Figure III: The Global Risks Interconnections Map 2019
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Figure IV: The Evolving Risks Landscape, 2009 – 2019
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Source: World Economic Forum 2009–2019, Global Risks Reports.
Note: Global risks may not be strictly comparable across years, as definitions and the set of global risks have evolved with new issues emerging on the 10-year horizon. For example, cyberattacks, income disparity and unemployment entered the set
of global risks in 2012. Some global risks were reclassified: water crises and rising income disparity were re-categorized first as societal risks and then as a trend in the 2015 and 2016 Global Risks Reports, respectively.
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What is Transi.ons Management
• It is a process of structural, non-linear systemic change in dominant
cultures, structures and prac1ces that take place over a period of
decades (Rotmans et al 2001, Grin et al 2010):
• Cultures: shared values, paradigms, worldviews, discourses
• Structures: insKtuKons, economic structures, physical infrastructure
• PracKces: rouKnes, behavior, acKon and lifestyles

Crea.ng a New Way of Doing and Thinking
• Science and policy process aimed at decreasing biodiversity loss
instead of drivers and causes;
• (Similar to climate change) a system can thus develop around
understanding and miKgaKng symptoms of unsustainability;
• The system starts engaging more with economic, social sciences and
causing transformaKonal change;
• Hence, the way forward starts engaging with new ideas and niches
and recombining core strengths with new ideas.
Focus is on: how to overcome the ambi3on and implementa3on gap?

Biodiversity transi.on…
• …will take place in the way we understand, organize and pracKce
biodiversity protecKon, conservaKon and regeneraKon;
• …aﬀect the way biodiversity is communicated, analysied and how
responses are organized;
• …will be driven by broader landscape changes (urgency, digitalizaKon,
economic and demographic changes) and emerging through
transiKons in (naKonal) sectors;
• …but needs clear guiding mission, principles and pathways;
• …needs help to insKtuKonalize pracKces, cultures and structures that
support an economy within social and ecological boundaries.
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